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Ion Cyclotron Transmission Spectroscopy

in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor

G.3. Greene"

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

P.O. Box 451, Princeton, New Jersey 08543

ABSTRACT

The propagation of waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies has been in-

vestigated experimentally in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor. A small, broadband,

radiofrequency (rf) magnetic probe located outside the plasma limiter, at a major ra-

dius near that of the plasma center, was excited with a low power, frequency swept

. source (1 - 200 NIHz). Waves propagating to a distant location were detected with a

second, identical probe. The rf transmission spectrum revealed a region of attenuation

c,ver a band of frequencies for which the minority fundamental resonance was located

between the outer plasma edge and the major radius of the probe location. Distinct,

non-overlapping attenuation bands were observed from hydrogen and helium-3 mi-

nority species; a distinct tritium band should be observed in future DT experiments.

Rapid spectrum acquisition during a helium-3 gas puff experiment showed that the

wave attenuation involved the plasma core and was not a surface effect. A model in

which the received power varied exponentially with the minority density, averaged over

the resonance region, fit the time evolution of the probe signal relatively well. Esti-

mation of a 1-d tunneling parameter from the experimental observations is discussed.w

._Iinority concentrations of less than 0.5 % can be resolved with this measurement.

* Present address: University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Box 419 Stemmler

Hall, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19104
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4. INTRODUCTION

¢

The propagation of waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (1CRF) in

a toka_nak plasma is of considerable current interest. .klost previous experimental

work in this area has been motivated bv applications of wave damping at high power

levels for plasma heating. In this paper, we present measurements of low power wave

propagation in a large t(_kamak with potential diagnostic utility as weli as relevance

fi_)r the evaluation of present theoretical models.

The e_liest experimental studies of ICRF wave propagation in a tokamak were

peril)treed in the Tk1-1-l'ch and TO-1 tokamaks 1', 2] using a coupling loop and a

magnetic probe. A number of related efforts in small tokamaks followed 13-51. In these

experiments, an antenna, frequently consisting of a poloida! current element centered

at the low-field midplane side of the plasma, launched waves thought to be primarily

on the fast wave branch of cold plasma theory. The wave damping per toroidal and

poloidal pass around the vessel was small, and consequently the notable experimental

features were eigenmodes with large resonant enhancement of the wave fields at various

values of plasma density, frequency, and toroidal field. It was recognized that the

number density of these fast wave eigenmodes (per unit interval in plasma density,

frequency, or toroidal field) increased rapidly with plasma density and with the vessel

size. Indeed, in the current generation of large tokam_d_s (TFTR, JET, JT-60), a ne_

continuum of modes would be expected at normal operating densities [6j.

High frequency magnetic probes were used in some earl)' studies to directly detect

propagating waves in the plasma. The incident heat flux was sufficiently low that a

probe could be inserted a significant fraction of the minor radius past the limiter

of the tokamak without disturbing gross plasma parameters. Several experiments in

small, low temperature tokamak plasmas mapped radial profiles of eigenmode field

components , _--9, and found varying agreement with eigenmode theory.

A fundamental difference in wave propagation was observed with the general ten- "

dency in later and larger tokamaks to use deuterium as the primary gas,species rather

than hydrogen. Operation in relatively pure hydrogen (t t) plasma.s had been possible!,
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but nominal operation in deuterium (D) was nearly always accompanied by a rnim)r-

, itv hydrogen concent,-ation, and this impurity significantly altered the experimental

results. It was first observed on the TFR tokamak !10, 111 that in a D majority,

H rt_in,_ritv plasma, the presence of the proton fundamental resonance layer in the

plasma led to significant damping of the wave fields and disappearance of eigenmodes.

In these experiments, an ICRF heating antenna on the low field sicle of the tokamak

was excited and signals on magnetic probes in the shadow of the limiter (apparently

also on the low field side) were recorded. The toroidal magnetic field was varied on a

shot by shot basis to scan the resonance layers across the plasma. With a fractional

hydrogen concentration nH,/nvo _- 0.2, a significant asymmetry was found in the wave

amplitude about the plasma center: attenuation was significant when the proton res-

onance layer was located at major radii between Rp - (0.2)a v and Rp - (0.9)a v, where

Rp and ap are the plasma major and minor radii, respectively.

The asymmetric damping in TFR was explained by Jacquinot, et al., in terms of

mode conversion from the fast magnetosonic wave to a slow, electrostatic wave near

" the two-ion hybrid layer 12]. The wave propagation equation near the hybrid layer

was reduced to the form discussed by Budden i l3], with the now famiber result that

the fate of wave energy incident on the mode conversion zone is markedly different

depending on the side of approach. This TFR study assumed that damping of the

wave in a single pass through the resonance and mode conversion regions was small

for incidence frorn either sid.e. To our knowledge, this work, reported in 1977, remains

unique in showing good agreement between the form of the fast wave fields as a function

of resona.nce layer position and the predictions of a model.

A further discussion of related TFR experiments with varying isotopic ratios was

given subsequently by Lapierre 1.1}. Here, results presented for nH/rzD _- 0.05 and

•' 0.25 were qualitatively different from those found in the earlier reference ([ 121). For the

case with lower minority concentration, the asymmetry was less pronounced and the

" wave field minirnum occured essentially when the resonance laver was at the plasma

center. For the higher concentration case (closer to the parameters for the experiment
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discussed in reference *l'_I.j), an apparent double minimum was found as the resonance

layer was scanned across the plasma. These results were not explained by tile mode

conver.,_ion thec, rv discussed in the reference.

In a later experiment on the diverted tokamak DI\:..\ with a D majority, H mi-

nority plasma, the resonance layer was also scanned across the plasma by varying the

toroidal field from shot to shot [15!. Here a low field side half-turn loop antenna was

used to launch waves, and a magnetic probe, apparently also located on the low field

side but displaced toroidally, measured the radiofrequency (rf) wave field ]3o. For an

isotopic ratio nilriD- "'- 0.05 --0.10, asymmetric attenuation of the wave field was

observed with respect to the position of the hybrid layer relative to the plasma center

and was also attributed to mode conversion. The form of the attenuation data as

a function of resonance layer position showed a weak minimum between the plasma

center and the outside edge and, as in reference 14!, the field amplitude (for resonance

laver positions outb,.)ard ,_f the plasma center) rose ag_dn for the single t,_r,_idal field

data point at which the resonance laver was outside the plasma. The mode corlversion

model invoked incl_lded multiple reflections of waves between the cutoffs at the in. ld_

and outside plasma bound_u'ies and absorption, transmission (tunneling), and mode

conversion at the tw,.>-ion hybrid laver. The predicted wave field variation with the po-

sition of the resonance layer, however, was significantly different from the experimental

data.

A recent sequence of novel experiments on a small t,,karnak ( F RI LSt revealed

waves that propagated in the plasma edge region during ICRF excitation by a variety

r_f antennas 16, 17_. High-m poloidal modes, produced by a poloidally localized source,

were shown to produce a spatially' locMized, guided beam of waves that propagated

in the edge region along the directio_l of the total magnetic field. Other evidence

for localized, g_lided propagation in the edge region was h)und on TEXTOR and

ASDEX 18 and on the Caltech tokamak 1191. These experiments suggest that related

phenomena may go undetected in large tokamak ICRF heating experiments for lack

of suitable wave field diagnostics.
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Laser scattering experiments offer non-invasive, localized measurements but have

, been used in only a few instances to study ICRF wave propagation in the plasma

interior. Evidence for mode-converted electrostatic waves was found near the two-ion

- hybrid resonance in the £licrotortokaiTlak 20i, and an experiment on Fl:'R in addition

,_bserved the fast wave through its coupling to electrostatic drift waves i21. Further

scattering experiments on Xlicrotor i22'_: directly_ measured the density, fluctuation as-

sociated with the fast wave itself (rather than the mode converted wave).

In recent years, there has been a large quantity of theoretical work directed toward

understanding ICRF wave propagation _23, 24]; there has been, conversely, relatively

little direct experimental data from modern, large tokamaks. Comparisons between

theory and experiment have generally taken the indirect form of antenna loading cal-

culations and heating models, in which the ICRF wave propagation is embedded in

a much larger theoretical framework. The diagnostic diflqculty of measuring internal

rf wave fields remains a significant impediment to the verification of wave propaga-

tion theories. To our knowledge, scattering experiments to examine iCRF waves have

" not been successfully carried ,_lit in TFTR, .lET, or JT-60. Similarly, radiofrequency

probes have been infrequently used in these machines because of the inability to insert

a prc_be into the bulk discharge and the significant risk of damage. Probes located far

from the plasma have significantly weaker coupling and require more attention to the

signal processing system and considerable care in interpretation of the data.

In this paper, we describe a simple experiment to examine low power ICRF wave

propagation between two small probes, located 0.1 m outside the limiter radius, in the

Yokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). One probe was positioned roughly on the tc_p

of the plasma (at R _-':-R_) while the second, displaced toroidally nearly a third of the

way' around the vessel, was located close tc_ bottom of the plasma (also at R _ R r,),

The ge_mletry differs significantly from the usual ICRF heating scenario, and this

choice, it will be seen, results in an unusual diagnostic possibility.

" Rather than vary the toroidal field from shot to shot, as in experiments discussed

above, the excitation frequency here was swept repetitively during a single discharge,
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effectively sweeping various resonance layers across the entire plasma cross section.

The rapid time response of the system allowed following the dynamics of the trans-

mitted spectrum during perturbations with short gas puffs. A significant operational

advantage was also realized through the independence of the experimental apparatus

from the IC'RF heating system.

The experimental results show the hallmarks of asymmetrical wave attenuation

associated with the effects of the two-ion hybrid layer and provide strong evidence

that the attenuation occurs in the plasma core, not at the surface. The measurement

of the transmitted spectrum was found to be useful as a diagnostic of minority iota

concentration. It is hoped that the data presented here will also be of use in efforts to

validate the 3-dimensional, global wave propagation models currently used in heating

st udies ..a.°"'

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

An array ,:)f wide bandwidth rf magnetic probes was previously installed in TFTR

at different tor,,idal and polc)idal locations [26]. These probes were originally designed

to detect sp,_ntane_,us ion cyclotron emission from the plasma as well as waves launched

bv the high p,_wer (multi-megawatt) ICRF heating system. Due to the proximity of

some of the probes to the heating antennas and the requirements for robust construc-

tion in preparation for the DT experimental phase on TFTR, the probes were designed

to safely handle a received power level of 1 kW for 2 s. Conseqtlently, these probes

were also capable of acting as transmitting antennas at low power levels.

Each probe consisted of a pair of orthogonal single-turn rectangular loops (area

:_ 1.2 × 10 -am 2) oriented to measure the rf magnetic field components Bo and

Be, where 0 and _ correspond to the poloidal and toroidal coordinates, respectively.

Careful electrical balancing of the loops and the use of ceramic or slotted metal shields #

effectively reduced electrostatic signals 271. The experiments reported here utilized a

[)air of probes that were separated toroidally by 126 °, with the B_ loop of one probe
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used for transmitting and the B_ and Be loops of the other probe used for signal

• detection. One probe, located toroidally at Bay T (the TFTR vacuum vessel is divided

int_:_20 toroidal segnlents, labeled alphabetically as Bay's A - T), was positioned near

. the top of t}w plas1_la: R _ 2.48 m, Z .... 1.05 m, where R and Z are the major radius

and the height above the torus midplane. The second probe, at Bay .kl, was near the

bottom of the plasma: R - 2.54 m, Z .... 1.05 m. The vacuum vessel major and

minor radii were ,..O,_ _md l 14 m, respectively, and the poloidal limiters nearest the

probes had major and minor radii of '2.65 and 0.95 m, respectively. Ordinarily. the

Bat" T probe was used for transmitting and the Bay M probe, for receiving, but several

experilnents reversed the pair with essentially the same results.

A schematic _f the overall experimental system is shown in Fig. 1. In order t,_

ma.,timize experimental fle.,dbility, b_:Jth the rf source and the detection and digitization

electronics were located in the TFTR control room, some 300 m from the toka_nak.

• Either a spectrum analyzer tracking generat,w or the output of a network maalyzer

was _lsed as the swept ff source; the signal was transmitted over a wide-band (500

" .klllz) anal_,g fiber-optic link t_ the tokamak area. There, the signal was amplified t_, a

level off 10 W, split into two components of equal amplitude but shifted by 180 degrees

in phase (llsing a wide-band hybrid combixler), and applied to one probe through a

pair of balanced coaxial tines. Note that in order to retain a very wide bandwidth,

no impedance matching was used between the amplifier and the probe. Con_quently,

the l_a¢ting of the probe was negligible and the probe loop excitati_m current was

independent of the plasma.

Signals transmitted through the plasma and received with the secomt probe were

amplified in the tokamak area (after combining the balanced output signals from each

end of the loop, again with a 180 degr_ phase shift) with a series of remotely pro-

• gramr_lable wide-band rf amplifiers and attenuators. The signal was then returned

to the control room via a second analog optical link, where it was detected with the

" spectrum or network analyzer.

The probes and their associated signal processing electronics had a nominal use-



ful freql_ency response of l ....500 MHz. Calibration of the probe characteristic was

perf,_r_ned llsing a O.23 m o.d., 5{),_,hmtransmissi,m line secti_m eqllipped with a port

f,,r tn, ,_lnl ing a t_r',_be. :\s a receiver, the resp, mse ,-_fthe system was well modeled with

a _irllpl,., *ral_l.,,rtlissi,,n line axlalvsis, yielding

"_ __e'_" Zo -- Z_ / ,.
B = v-'-.........................................

,_'A Z0 ' (1)

where /._ is the root-mean-square (rms) magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of

th,, probe lo¢,p, Up is the rms output voltage nmasured at the summation port of the

hybrid combiner. A is the l_,_p area, ,o is the angular frequency, a is the attenuation

factor fi,r the crmxial cables attached to the probe loop ends (which is frequency depen-

dent _tue t,, the skin effect), s is the length of those cables, and Z0 is the characteristic

impedance terminating the cables. Here Z_ = Zwla,,t * R_,_t is a lumped-element

tm,del of the complex impedance of the loop, wh=.re l',_nt is the loop inductance and

fi',,nt, the frequency-_tependent loop resistance.

Similarly. it can be shown that the rms probe loop current (la) is related to the

rms f,)rward v,_ltage at the output of the generator (t_) by
J

.... ii,' (,2)
Zo' Z,_"'_

.".lost , _fth,__experitnental results reporte_t in this paper are presented as a tra.nsfer func-

ti,nl 7". _tefinett here as the magnetic fieM {in ga!lss) at the second probe, nortnMized

}w the l,,,,p current (in amperes) in the first prt_Le:

' ' f")i2

' / _ (,{)7' B/I. : lp e 2_" Zo "--Z,,
"_ ,,,'AZ0

In ,)rder to pr;_vide adequate time resolution during transient ga_ puff experiments,

it wa.., imp,_rtant t,_ m_infize the alh_wable sweep rate of the rf s_mrce. Ordinarily, the

sweep rate of a spectrum _r network analyzer is limited by the intermediate frequency

bandwidth: however, an additional complication arose in this experiment. Th," length

of the _ptical and rf coaxial cables resulted in a round-trip signal propagation time,

fr,r,m source to detector, t,f about 3.5 t, sec. At high sweep speeds, this time lag can
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result in the returned signal moving entirely outside the analyzer frequency window;

this condition ,:,tours when r, < 2(f,,, _ fl)rp/II', where r, is the sweep period, rp is

the r_und-trip propagatic)n delay, If" is the analyzer bandwidth, and fl and f-, are

" the st art irl_ and ending, frequencies for the sweep. Therefor" e, increa.sing the detection

bandwidth was desirable, although at the expense of an increased noise floor, For

paramelers typical of these experiments, the system could record a spectrum ever,,'

.5.6 msec during a tokamak discharge with negligible signal distortion; this provided

a¢lequate time resolution for the transient gas puff experiments discussed below, in

general, data was t_ken with fast time resolution using the spectrum analyzer and

tracking generator combination as a signal source and detector due to the f_ter sweep

rates and wider signal bandwidth available; the network analyzer, with its narrower

signal bandwidth, was used for long sweep periods when the discharge was stable.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we preseIlt and discuss data from a series of recent experiments

in TFTR. The data were taken in the ohmic phase of tokamak discharges, prior to

any neutral beam or ICRF heating. Deuteritml and helium-3 discharges were used, in

some cases with a short gas puff of helium-3.

The spectra of cavity' modes that are observed in the absence of any plasma are

described in Sec, 3,1. Experiments with a deuterium majo_ty, hydrogen minority

pla,sma are presented in Sec. ,3.2. The rather different spectra obtained in discharges

that began with a prefill of helium-3 are described in Sec, :3.3, as are data obtained

pertaining to the wave polarization, Perturbation of a deuterium majority, hydrogen

rninority plasma with a small gas puff of helium-3 and comparisons of the spectrum

and density evolution are topics of Sec. 3.4. Finally, the relation of the experimental

observations to the tunneling parameter of a simple one-dlmensiona] model is discussed

in Sec. 3.5.



:3.1 Transmission in vaell_litl

:\ t ransmi_siotl _pe¢'tr_Im with distinct and _',_rl_tant feature_ was always ,_b_erved

_eI',,rean_i aftera pla_ula_Ii_,'hargeillI"I"'I'R.In the,ah_eIlce,;fpla_ula,the vm,
i

_Ir_l,.'_'s_'leiS.'ctivelvI',,rm_a t,,r,,i,lalcavityre_,_at,,r.I'I_is_,avitviscut.,_II"(the

wavenumber t_ec,,m,:s imaginary)bel,_w a particular frequenter that depends _n the

tor',,idal _e,_rnetrv abe)re that freq _tn¢_. a' _ - "' variety of modes can propagate. Excita-

t io_ at high p_.,wer _f _,:}_ vacuu_n cavity m(_des for the purpose of heating the surface

,,f _ile._ li_i_g tl_e vacuuln vessel ,.d' t,_kan_ak reactors (via joule heating from the i_-

_t_ced surface currents) has been proposed bv C,_lest.ock 128. -\lthough the theoretica.l

an_Ivsis of even this simple, pl_ma-free system is very complex '29 i, the_e modes were

clearly observed here, apparently for the firsl time. The spectrum of Fig. '2 plots the

received probe power as a function ,:)f frequency and shows that the cavity is cut off

below about 78 Mt!z. Above the cutoff frequency, a series of modes _re apparent whict_

form almost a continuum at higher freqt_encie._, We not_, that the observed cutoft" fre

q_encv i_ l,_wer })vai_,ut,)no/,.._,.,_ tha_ the valt_e _,_dculaled from the res_dts of reference

30, an_t the spacing bet',vee_ the' first few I_,_(t¢.,s is als,.) considerably smaller than

predicted. The system n,fise tt_,¢,r is at abou_ -7'2 dbn_, a_d the small peaks observed

bet,,w 50 .klttz _t_'¢,pr,,b_tblv (t_e re, rf leakage frou_ the vessel or cables.

I

i

3.2 Deuterium nmjority, hydrogen n_i_orlty ph_s_na.,_

I)uring an ohnfic plasma discharge, the _ransn_ission sp.:ctrum changes dramati-

cally from the vacuum case. The': spectrum sh_:_wnin Fig. 3 was taken during the steady

_tate (current eu_d field flat-top phase) ot'a deuterium discharge, For this discharge,

tl_e n_ajor radius (R v) of the plasma wa.s 2.58 m, the minor radius (av) was 0.93 rn, the

pl_.tsrna current (Ip) wins 1.19 _IA, the toroidal field (BTF) at a major radius _f 2.65

m was 3.69 T, the central vertical chord integrated electron density (n,f) was 3.9 x

10 ;° m '_, a1_d the central electron temperature (:I_) was 2.0 ke\'. (In this paper, the

toroidal field is specified at the vessel center, while values ,_f n,t'. _tnd 7", refer to the

pla.,,ma center _mless otherwise noted.) In similar _.)hmic discharges, the proton nfinor-
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itv concentration, estimated on the basis of ICRF heating data, is typicaJlv thought

- r._obe in the range of 4 - 8 _ (although spectroscopic estimates are generally higher),

and ion and etectr,:m temperatures are similar to each ,_ther. The data, displayed as

" _he transfer !'unclic_rl T defined above, represents the average of :V, = 9 consecutive

frequency sweeps within a single plasma discharge, each with a duration (r,) of 130

ms. Including the retrace time between sweeps, the displayed data comes from a time

w indo w i r_. ) ,_:_f1.6 s.

._ pronainenr, dr,,p is seen in the signal at frequencies between 40 and 60 MHz, and

a second apparent dip occurs between l0 and 25 MHz. Three vertical dashed lines are

plotted at the frequencies for which the proton minority cyclotron resonance layer is

positioned at the major radius of the outer plasma edge (i.e., at R = Rp -ap = 3.,51 my,

at the transmitting probe (R = 2.48 my, and at the inner plasma edge (R = Rp -a r, =

1.65 rn). The large decrease in signal transmission occuring in the frequency' band for

which the proton resonance layer is located at major radii between the outer plasma

edge and the transmitting probe contrasts with the much larger transmission in the

interval f,_,r which the resonance laver is located between the major radii of the probe

and that of the inner plasma edge. The difference in transmission in the two bands

c¢_rresp,,nds to an attenuation factor of about 25 in wave amplitude.

The smaller dip in the transfer function (T) between 10 and 25 .klHz in Fig. 3 is

frequently not observed, while the rise at low frequencies is always present. In fact,

the ir:¢rease in signal below 10 3,1Hz is due to a particular kind of experimental noise.

The plasma itself emits radiation in the ICRF band and a low frequency continuum

emission was previously ,_bserved from TF'TR 31. An experiment was performed to

assess the relative magnitudes of the signals from spontaneous plasma emission a.nd

the driven RF' probe. The received signal was split into two equal components with a

hybrid junction, and a second spectrum analyzer, synchronized in time but offset in

frequency (by "-- 5 _lHz) was used to record the spontaneous errfssion simultaneously

with the usual transmissi_m signal. Separate tests confirmed that broadening of the

driven waves in frequency' was negligible compared to the frequency offset of the second
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analyzer.

:\ simultaneous measurement of tile elnission and tra.nsrnission for a d¢.'literillm

discha.rge is shown in Fig. 4. The relevant parameters for the discharge were Rp _::2.61
......... •

m, % :_ l).!_5 rI_, lp :::: 1.58 :"viA, BTF :....1.44 T, n,g : 4.3 × 1019 m ....2 T,. :_::9 5 keV

and the signal acquisition parameters were r, = ,5 ms, N, :: 9, and %, .5(7}ms. At

frequencies below about 12 XlHz, the sporlt.aneous plasma emission Mone produces a
I

signal that is essentially unchanged by the addition of active probe excitation. Hence,

we cc,nclude that sp,_ntaneolls emissicm, rather them the driven RI_' wave, accollnts

fi_r the low freqtlency rise in the data. The contribution to the spectrum arising from

active wave excitati,:_n cannot be determined in this 10w frequency region. Also plotted

ill th(a figllre is the background mfise level of the system; this represents largely the

noise level associated with the broadband rfanalog optical links. This noise level is

si_,nificantlv bel,:_w the transmission signal level over the entire frequency range. As

before, the data stu_wn has been normalized and calibrated and is presented as the

transfer function T.

N, _te that the transrnission spectrum of Fig. 4 shows considerably rn_re fluct, uati_n

than the data in Fig. '3. The data for the spectrum in Fig. 4 were taken at a

much faster sweep speed (5 ms vs. 130 ms) and over a much shorter total time

interval (50 ms vs. 1.6 s). The fluctuations are believed to represent modes, i.e.,

the, constructive and destructive interference of waves reflecting from variolls features

in the pllusma ,,r boundary as the frequency or plasma parameters (suctl as density)

change. These modes maintain similar shape over several or many successive frequency

sweeps, sllggesting that they do rn_t arise, fr, m, pla.srna fluctuations (since it is unlikely

such a fluctuation would be locked to the spectnlm analyzer sweep period). The

m,,des usually beccmle more prornirlent as the time resolution of the transmission

rneasurenmnt is increa.sed by using faster and fewer frequency sweeps, lh{.se modes

may be averaged or 'wa.shed out' in data taken over longer time intervals (e.g., the

spectrum in Fig. 3) if, for instance, the plasma density drifts slightly during the

averaging window so that the frequency at which each mode appears is shifted by a
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significant amount compared to the width of the mode.

" The cyclotron _rigin of the attenuation phenomena observed in Fig. 3 was verified

by examining shots with different toroidal magnetic field values. Transmission spectra

" are sh,_wI_ in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) for the extrema in toroidal field for which spectra

were ,_btained' the vertical dashed lines again show the frequencies at which the proton

resonance layer is at the outer plasma edge, the probe location, and the inner plasma

edge. The plasma conditions for these two deuterium discharges were different. For

tile high field case of Fig. 5(a), BT'_" = 4.45 T, /'p = 2.00 MA, n,g = .t.3 x 1019 m -2,

and L - :1.4 keX'. For the low field discharge (Fig. 5(b)), Brt -- 2.00 T, Ip = 0.89

._IA. neg = 3.5 × 10 tt_ m -2, and T_ = 1.4 keV. For both discharges, Rp = 2.45 m,

ap -- 0.80 m, and the signal acquisition parameters were r, = 240 ms, _'v', = 3, and

r_, = 0.8:1 s. In both of these cases (as well as the intermediate field case shown in

Fig. 3), a large drop in signal transmission occurs when the proton resonance layer is

" located approximately between the outer plasma edge and the probe location. Note

also that in both Fig. 3 (at --- 92 MHz) and in Fig. 5(b) (at -.- 62 MHz), there is a

very small decrease in transmission. This phenomena is occasionally but not always

seen; the observed frequencies suggest that it could involve second harmonic damping

by protons.

The cold plasma wave dispersion surfaces [aulare plotted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)

for the plasma conditions of the discharge discussed above in association with Fig. 3.

Surfaces are shown for two different frequencies (50 and 65 MIlz), corresponding to

the region of maximum attenuation and an adjacent region of significant transmission.

The fast magnetosonic wave cutoff occuring at r_ - S + D (where S and D are

the elements of the cold plasma dielectric tensor as defined by Stix [a3_, and nil is

the index of refraction parallel to the toroidal magnetic field) is nearly circular; the

" minority cyclotron resonance layer is of course vertical. The two-ion hybrid resona_lce

2 = S- D) lie close together and are nearly vertical(rt? = S) and associated cutoff (rill
,b

within the interior (propagating region) of the n_ -- S + D cutoff. The width of

the mode conversion region between the hybrid resonance and cutoff pair depends
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on the minority concentration but is typically less than a few centimeters for TFTR

conditions; similarly, the displacenmnt of the mode conversion region to the high field

side of the minority cyclotron laver is typically less than 10 centimeters. The surfaces

shown are only illustrative: they are plotted for a hydrogen ion concentration of nn,/nD

= 0.0,5 and for a value of the parallel wavenumber (b) fixed at 7 m-l, It is likely, of

course, that radiation from the small probe includes a broad spectrum of wavenumbers.

Note that the small frequency shift (<2 blHz) associated with the difference in radial

position between the minority cyclotron and mode conversion regions cannot be readily

observed in the experimental data. Hence, in this paper, comparisons are made with

the locations of the cyclotron resonance layers.

3.3 Multiple minority species

The observation that the regions of pronounced signal attenuation in the deu-

terium majority, hydrogen minority case are confined to those frequencies for which

the minority cyclotron resonance laver lies between the probe location and the outer
o

plasma boundary suggests that more than one minority species might be detectable.

If the attenuation depends only on the presence of a minority layer between the probe

and the outer plasma edge, than it follows that attenuation bands from two different

minority species will be completely resolved (i.e., will not overlap) provided

F =_ m2ql Rp 4- ap> _ l*e _ 1.3, (4)
m 1q2 Rp,

where rn_ and qi are the mass and charge of minority species i (i = 1, 2), species 1

has the greater charge to mass ratio, Rpr is the major radius of the probe location

(which is near R.p), and e is the inverse aspect ratio of the plasma. Evaluation of the

above shows that for hydrogen and helium-3 minority species, F = 1.5: for helium-:]

and tritium, F = '2. Hence it follows that absorption bands from hydrogen, helium-3

and tritium minority species should all be distinct. Note that this resolution crucially

depends on the localization of attenuation to the outer region (R > Pq,,.) of the plasma:

if attenuation occured whenever the minority resonance layer was inside the plasma
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boundary (i.e., between Rp -,-ap and Rp ....ap), then the attenuation bands for the

" above species would in fact overlap.

\Vhile tritium has not yet beeta used in TFTR, helium-3 is frequently introduced

" by gas t_lllting ill c_,njllncti,_t_ with ICFtF heating experiments. During such periods,

recvclitlg of deuterium from the vessel walls and limiters is reduced (after a disruption,

for instance) using a sequence of 'conditioning' shots in which a small amount of

helium-3 is introduced before initiation of the plasma and no external gas pu_ng is

employed. In such discharges, the helillm-3 is ilsed primarily for the initial breakdown

phase, follc_wing which the plasma is fueled from gas evolving from the walls and

limiters. The actual ratios of the component species (It, D, He-3), however, are not

readily measured.

The rf transmission spectrum from a typical helium-3 conditioning discharge is

shown ira Fig. 7. The associated plasma parameters were: BTF = 11.69 T, Ip = 1.39

XIA, Rp '2.,15 m, ap = 0.80 m, n_£ .......-1.8 × 1019 m -, and T, = 2.1 keY'. The

spectra were taken with the network analyzer system at a slow sweep speed (r_ :::: 130

ms, ,V, = 7, "ru, .... 1.24 s) during the 2-s flattop of the discharge. Vertical dashed

lines are plotted at the frequencies for which the hydrogen and helium-3 cyclotron

resonance.,, are located at the outer plasma edge (R ---=R_, + an) and at the probe

location ( ti_ R_,,.). T.::_ wo distinct dips in the transmission are evident and are largely

localized to the regions over which the respective minority cyclotron resonances for

hydr,Nen and helium-3 lie between the outer plasma edge and the probe location.

Thus it appears that attenuation from the two minority species can ira fact be observed

separately', The precise shape of the transnfission curve in the regions of attenuation,

however, is somewhat variable. In the example shown here, the attenuation dip in the

band associated with helium-3 is somewhat narrower than that in the hydrogen band;

' in other cases, this distinction is not seen.

For cornparison, the cold plasma surfaces are plotted in Fig. 8 for the parameters

of this conditioning discharge, assuming nH/nD :-= nH,.-a/nD = {).05 and klt = 0.7

m I A measure of the fractional helium-3 concentration in this type of disch_ge is
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not available; the assumed value here is roughly twice the value estimated for the gas

puff discharges discussed below (note that nile_ 3 refers to the ion density). The fre-

quency chosen for this example (50 ._IHz) lies within the band identified with hydrogen

nlinoritv attenuation: however, the helium-3 cyclotron and mode conversion regions

are simultaneously within the plasma. \Ve will show below that cyclotron and mode

conversion layers inboard of the probe location (R < Rp,.) do not ',ffi'ect attenuation

from other such regions at major radii greater than that of the probe.

The received rf probe signals were typically taken from the B_ loop of each sensor.

However, signals from the orthogonal Be loop were also available and were used to

investigate the wave polarization. Examples of the spectra from both sensors of a

single probe in a helium-3 conditioning discharge are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b).

Plasma parameters for the shot were essentially unchanged from the shot associated

with Fig. 7, except that the total density was higher: n_--g= 6.0 × 101_ m -2, suggesting

that the helium-3 fractional density could be lower for this shot. Coincidentally, the

depths of the attenuation bands ,vere also smaller for this case. The network analyzer

system was used to obtain the data, with rs - 130 msec, Ns = 3, and r_, = 0.66 s. The

13t_and I3¢ spectra have similar shape, _though the Bo signal is somewhat smaller

in amplitude. :\nalvsis of the data shows that the ratio Bo/B_ fluctuates between

about 0.2 and 1 over the freq_lency range plotted. The signal minima in the hydrogen

and helium-3 attenuation bands are deeper for the Be signal_ and the corresponding

high frequency edges of the band, where the resonance lavers are near the major radius

of the probe, extend to higher frequency thasl for the Be signal. The phase between

the two components has not yet been successfully measured; there is significant phase

noise present that may arise from plasma fluctuations or wave modes. Therefore, no

conclusion can be drawn about the ellipticity of the transverse polarization of the

wave fields. However, a survey of a number of shots yields the same results shown ixl

the figure - both transverse components of the wave field are present at the receiving

probe, the spectra have similar shape, and the magnitude of the Be component is

generally somewhat smaller.
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3.4 Helium-3 perturbation experiments

" "Fhe transmission spectra presented thus far were all taken during the steady

state {_,,r'ti,,n ,,f discharges' the gross plasma parameters were essentially c,:,nstant. In

this sect i,,n. we present data from perturbati,:_n experiments it] which a small, sl,,,r,

gas puff,:,f helium-3 was introduced into a deuterium majcwity discharge. A significant

advantage cff such experiments is that the electron density rise associated with the gas

puff dir,,ctly provides an estimate of the fractional helium-3 concentration. Several

hun,tr,,d milliseconds after the gas puff', high power [CRF heating was applied to some

,,f the discharges. These data describe the evolution of the spectrum only until the

start of the ICRF heating pulse. Because the [CRF generator frequerwy (.17 XlHz) was

well within the signal bandwidth of the probe system, fast c_axial relays were used

to gate _ff the signal pr_,cessing electronics to prevent damage from the high power

signals received during the heating pulse.

The vertical ch,.,rd integrated electron density (at R = 2.68 m) for a discharge

with a heliunl-3 gas puff arid withc_ut I('RF heating is shown in Fig. 10. Associate¢t
ii

pla.,_rT_aparameters f,_r this shot were: Brr =-:4.45 T, Ip _: t.39 ,_|A, Rp := 2.6{) m,

a_, ......I).95 tTl. and 7",, _ '2.4 ke\'. Here the gas ttow rate into the vessel during the puff

w_ 2.3 TI./s. and the duration of the puff was 155 ms. The associated density rise

is clearly visible, beginning at --. 2.8 s. If the observed rise is assumed to be due t,,

electrons from helium-3, then the fractional chord-averaged helium-3 ion concentration

after the puff is _m the order of 2.5 % (the corresponding rise in electron density is

about 5 %). The transmission spectra obtained with the network analyzer system (r,

= 130 ms, N_ = 3, rw :: 50{) ms) within the two time intervals indicated by the dashed

lines in Fig, 10 are shown in Figs. ll(a) and ll(b). The forms of the spectra obtained

before and after the helium-3 gas puff are similar to those for deuterium majority,

hydn_gen minority discharges (Fig. 3) and for helium-3 conditioning discharges (Fig.

7), respectively. It is clear that the attenuation band at lower frequency appears only

after the helium-3 gas puff.
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3.._.1 Compar'_sona of spectr'um and density evolution
o

,,ks discussed in Sac. 1, there is some reason to suspect that a very small RF

antenna, such as the probe used here, might excite various surface waves. There is a
q

significant radi_d current at the probe, and the small physical size makes excitation

of high poloidal mode number waves likely: both of these effects are thought to lead

to waves peaked near the surface. A transient gas puff experiment presented an op-

portunity to test this hypothesis. The characteristic time for an external helium-3 g_

puff perturbati_m to diffuse into the plasma core region is on the order of 50 - 100 ms

!34I. The plasma surface, however, is perturbed on a faster time scale. An experiment

was designed to follow the evolution of the wave transmission spectrum with sufficient

time resolution to compare it with chord integrated electron density data from the

vertically viewing, multi-channel, infrared interferometer diagnostic 'MIRI' i35]. Us-

ing a tracking generator as the signal source for wave excitation, and a fast (500 kllz)

signal digitization rate, a spectrum acquisition time of 5.6 msec was possible and was

adequate for comparison with the interferometer data. _t

In a first experiment, the size of a helium-3 gas puff was changed on two successive

shots by increasing the flow rate from 0.75 TL/s to 1.5 TL/s; the gas puff duration

wa:s .t8 ms irl both cases. The transmission spectrum taken some 200 msec alter

the larger pill|" is shown in Fig, 12 (to ::::5.6 ms, N, = 9, rw = 49 ms). Plasma

parameters for these shots were: BTv =: 4..t4 T, Ip = 1.58 MA, R_ =-'2.61 m, a7, =
.......... r}

0.96 m. n,,g : .t.5 ,( 101_ m ", and T, = 2.6 keV. The general features of hydrogen

and helium-3 attenuation bands that were discussed above can a_o be seen in this

spectrum, although the apparent modes are large. In an attempt to reduce the effect

of these modes on .the data analysis, each successive spectra was averaged over selected

frequency windows as indicated in the figure. The relative center of the window in

the hydrogen attenuation band was chosen to be near the minimum of the signal, _md

the width of the window was chosen to cover at least several modes, Transforming

from frequency t,;, hydrogen cyclotron layer position, the selected window spans major

radii frorn Rp - (0.25)_p to f:/_, * (11.55)a_,. ['he same relative window wan used in
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the helium-3 attenuation band with respect to tile helium-3 cyclotron layer p_:,sition.

• N,_te that the averaging was performed ,m the signal as plotted (i.e., on l,,g(T))' _his

choice is discussed in more detail bel,,w.

" The res_llting d,_ta _ising the h_,liurn-3 averaging willd,_w are displayed as fum'-

tions of tilne in Fig, 13 for the tw,, s_lccessive shc_ts. Since there is one data point

per spectrum in each averaging wind_,w, the time resolution _f these plots is 5.6 msec.

The signals are relatively constant during the 100 msec preceding the gas puff. the

perturbation due t,3 the gas puff is clear in b,_th cases, and, as a result of tile averaging

procedure, the signals are much smoother than might be expected from examination

of the raw spectra. The characteristic time for the increase in attenuation after the

gas puff is on the order of 60 msec. The signal derived from the hydrogen attenuatir,n

band during t_le larger of the two gas puffs is also displayed; it exhibits little change

associated with the gas p_,ff. This result demonstrates the independence of the two

• attenuati,m bands' the presence of a minority cyclotron resonance and rhode conver-

sion laver _m the high field side of the probe does not affect attenuation observed fr_,m

such layers ,m the i,_w field side that are associated with another minority species.

Data from a different discharge with a helium-3 gas puff is shown in Fig. 14. In

this case, the plasma parttmeters were BT,e ,I,,,t T, tp = 1.39 MA, R t, = 2.6,9 m, aF,.....

0,90 m, rltf = 2.6 "< 1()lt_Ill ", and 7, = 3.2 keV. Here the frequency averaging window

t"}

also corresponded to major radii from /i t, ,- (0.,.5)% to Rv + (0,55)%. Following tile

gas puff, the signal decreases somewhat more slowly than for the preceding ca.se: the

characteristic time here is on the order of 100 msec, The signal from tile outermost

interferometer chord has also been plotted in the figure. This chord, located at R ::

3,47 m is some 0.12 m on the high field side of the nominal plasma outer midplane

edge. The density' signal has been inverted and normalized to the range of the rf probe

" signal for comparison of the relative waveforms. It is clear that tile density at the

plasma edge is perturbed much more rapidly after the gas puff than the probe signal

-- the characteristic time for the density to peak is on the order of 35 msec..Als_, the

waveforms are quite different. The density at the edge peaks rapidly a.,_the incident



neutral helium-3 is i(,)nized and then drops as the g_ is transp" r)rted, inward. This

data strongly suggests that tile rf _ a,,,_s _ _ ..... -,)bserved here are n,_t pr,,pagatirl_ ,)nlv in the

plasma edge: ,:,therwise, we would expect the probe signal to be perturbed as fltst as

the edge _tensi_,,'. *l'tle time scale ,Jr the pert_trbati,m itl the pr,,be signal i_ _lppr,)priate

to penetration of the gas t,) the p!a.-ma c,,re.

Some simple quantitative estimates were ,)btained from the relative magnitudes of

the frequency averaged spectrum ev<)lutlon for the large and small gas puff discharges

described above(Fig. 13). It appeared likely that the ,)bserved wave attenuation arose

from interactions at the cycl,,tr,:,n r'esonance ,)r tw,,-ion hybrid layers, which form nearly

cylindrical surfaces and lie cl,,se t,,gether through most of the plasma. Therefore, the

vertical chord integrated elect r,)n density data from an interfer,)meter channel located

at R = 2.99 m, near the nlaj,>r radius _Lat corresp, mded to the center of the frequency

averaging window, were compared for the tw,) shots. For example, at t <: 2.7 s, the

chord integrated electron density increments ass,)ciated with the two gas puffs (m)t

sh(:,wn in the figure) were 7,70 :, 10 lr and 1,97 , 10is m ', the t,:)tal chord integrated
i)

density bef.re the gas l)llf)" was 3,6() x I() TM rn "_ These changes corresponded to 2. I?_

and :'),,5':_:,)f the pre-pufl" values, respectively, At the same time, the vttlues of log(T)

for the tw,)discharges decreused fr()rn pre-puff levels of o6,41 to vn.lues of ....6.62 _d

-_i.97, respectiv_'ly. The rati,)of the electron density increment from the large gm,_puff"

to that fr,)m the small one wa._ --. 2.6; the corresponding ratio of the change in log(T)

yielded a similar value of -'.- '2,7, In contrast, the associated rail,:)()f the changes in T

itself (rather than log(T)) was calculated to be 1.9, Hence, although this numerical

example is only for a single time point, the result suggests a linear relati_)n between the

chord interbred minority species derlsity alld the logarithm ,)f the transfer function

"]',

In order t,.) reduce signal noise and scatter a,nd the effect of rn()des, it wm,_desirable

to average the tra.nsmission spectrum over a wide frequency window, l|()wever, in a
i)

detailed comparis()n ,)f the time evoluti,m ,>f the probe signa.l with the electron density,

the averaging process mttst he considered further. We have speculated that the signal



attenuation arises fr_,m wave effects at the minority _uld hybrid resotmnces layers,

which lie clt_se to,gerber _tl a nearly cvlinddcal +urface It f,,llt _s that the shape ,_f tile,i + .: } +, +_

al terlliat i,_ll t'llrve sh,,_ld c,_tltairl radial infortnati,,tl, an¢l a t cm_paris, m c,f the e',',_]tll i_ll

,,i

,It" it fl'f:'qll_t+ll('V +tVt't++tf_¢'(l +p,,ctra} wind,,w +h_ui](i pr_,l)vrly t)_, ii_+uh' Wil}i +<)II117' il_,+_+'Ftt_P'

,if the tlensity ,,x'er the c_,rresp,,ndit_ radial win&)w.

Pr,,n_pted by the reslllts di_t, tl+sed ab, we, wP write the sigtlal in the helium+3

att ent_ati,+n band (,,,wresp,,ndin_ t,_ the case ,_f high field incidence on the res, mance

layer! as

I'{f ) ,:A e t, :,:+_+. (5)

w }1e r e

f2 ttP ........

,V(R) 2_R ..Xn, lR, z)d: .: 2rrRAt_,glR) (6)

is the electr+)n density arising fr,)tn the minority species, integrated +)ver the cylindrical

• re._,mance _tlrfac,, c,+,rresl>,,t_ling t,, the freq_mncy f, .xn,g(R) isthe ch,:wd itltegntt,,d

tj¢'tl+itV +llcrellletlt (fr, ml the ;II+II,_P+IV spet, ies) as me+muted by the illterfer_mlett.r +.it

' rattit_s R. an_l :1 +tilt{ l) are c, mstat'+ts. +X,veragit+g the prt_be signul twer tile frequet+cy

win_t,,w f: t,, f:_ then yields

l :]a:I,,_7 + (f :ji+i l,,gT"(f),,lf .... (; D_, (7)|

_,_,'}1P re

2+rRofo [R, &r++,p(iP) tR ' (+)

lien. G is a const+mt indepet_dent ,,f R and the mintwity density, and f/f. :: R. R,

where tP is the niaj_w radius asstwiated with +_ helit_m+3 cyclotnm rest:>nan¢,e at fre.

qtlelicv f The subscript '(}' refers t,:) the _..,+,(lcenter, w',, +s, hile the subscripts 'l' and '')'

, represent the limits ,_f the averaging interval, With this definitit:m, fu + laBrF,'(2,'r),

where _ is the charge tr, n_s ratio for heliun_-3, The left |maid side of equation (7)

, is the experimental quantity derived froth the transmission spectra as shown, fi_r ex..

antple, in Fig. 13. Fhe right hand side of the equati+m was evaluated by interpolating

data fr,,nl the ten intefertmaeter chm_nels t_ estimate the function ._tt+g(R). In ca.,_es



where the background density was slowly, rising bt:fi,rt.._' the Gas puff, the rate of rise

'.v_t.sextrapolated and the resulting estimate of the backgr_,ind density was ._ubtracted

t_ yield the density fr,,m the gas p,iff alone.

:\rl analv_i_ ,,f the di._charge with the larger helillm 3 gas pllif (,lisc_lssect in a._o

sociati_mwith Fig. 13) wa_ perfi,rlnedwith an aw,ragingwindo*'vc,_rrespomlingto a

radialrange fi_rthe helium-3cyclotronp_,siti_mof Rp ._(0.12)apto Rp * (i).62)ap.Fhis

broad averaging window '.'.'as chosen t,, cover a number af modes. A plot of the two

sides of eq!lati,m 7 is sh,:,,.*"nin Fi x, 15. }|ere the c,,nstarlt (;' ,.*,'asselected to match the

pre.puff values of the fum, ti,_ns, and a value ,_f D :_ t 67, * 1t) :a0 111thin1 u;ave the best

fit for the rest _,f the data. It is clear that the time evoluti,m of the frequency averaged

probe signal fi,ll,_ws the density intehj,l rather closely. Fhis result supp,,rts tile, ab,_ve

hylmthesi_ that tile _ignal attenuation *"aries exp,mentially with lhe rnitmrity density,

averaged _:J'¢erthe rest,lial'lt surface.

.'1.,_.2 ('ompamaon of two m_d_al u,mdow_

!

In the previou_ section, comparisons were made by integrating the frequency spec-

tra over a r_tnge corresp, mding t_, half tl,e major radius _f tile plasma. |le:re, we consider

the signals ,_btained by averaging the spectra ,,ver narr,_wer freq,mncy windows.

If the previ,,**s empirical _h,scripti,,n ,,f t},,, wave attenuation is correct, then ra-

dial profile inf,_rn,ation should be ,:,retained in the transmission spectra. It is clear,

however, that Eq. (7) cann,,t h,,l_t ,,ver the entire half space between the pl_ma edge

and the probe pt_sition, because the transmitted signal generally exhibits a minimum

at frequencies c_wre_p_,nding t,, cycl,_tr,,n resonance layer positi_m_ that are somewhat

on tile low field side of the t_aj_,t' radiu._ ,,f the probe p,,_ition, rather than at the

probe p_siti,m itself (where the, value ,_f the chord integrated density is us_mlly near

its maximtm_ ). Nevertheless, s_,n_e c_mclusions can be drawn from a comparis_m of the

time ewi,luti,:m of signals ,_btained by averaging difDrent frequency bands.

Fhe use of a smaller frequency aver,tging interval t,_ examine the evoluti,m of the

_pectrum increases the signal noise, In additicm, if only _me ,_r a few mode_ are present



within the selected window, the shifts of their individual frequencies as the density

• changes could ,_bscure the interpretation of a gas puff experiment. Despite these

caveat,. ;:l_',mlparison _f the density integral and tile transmission signal (Eq. 7) during

' a discharge with a helillnl-?, gas putf was macie tising tw,, narrower wiIld,)ws l,-,cated

near the l,,wer and upper frequency rat_ge of the attenuation band (corresponding to

radial positions near the,)utside and center of the plasma, respectively). In terms of the

helium-3 cyclotron layer position, the first frequency window corresponded to a range

from R.7, to R;, , {().2)ap (referred t_, below as the central window) and the second,

from Rp (0.5yap to R;, .... (().7Yap (referred to as the outer window). Fhe results are

shown in Figs. 16(a) aaut 16(bY, where the data raa_ges have been nomlalized to permit

comparison of the relative time evolution of the waveforms. The transmission signal

obtained using the central averaging window clearly lags tile signal from the outer

window, as do the corresponding density integrals, llowever, we note that the density'

" signal ,)btained with the outer window drops more rapidly' than the corresponding

tra_lsmission signal, and the transmission si_lal using the cental window, while having

a similar shape, slightly lags the c,)rresp_)nding density signal.

In the simplest view, the density integral corresponding to the central averaging

window lags the signal ,_btained using the (rater window because of the time required for

the gas, applied externally, t,) penetrate t{) the plasma core. Integration along a vertical

chord near the plasma center als(_ includes the edge regions at the top and bottom of

the path, and the faster perturbation of the edge region contributes to the lack of an

obvious time lag between the central and ,)uter density integral signals (Fig. 16(by). In

contr_t, the transmission data (Fig. 16(a)) does show an apparent time lag bef()re tile

signal obtained with the central averaging window begins to drop. This observation

suggests that the l_rocess causing the wave attenuation may be more heavily weighted

" by the plasma core region than the simple chord integral of the density in Eq. (7)

would surest. Such an eflrect could arise, for instance, if the plasma temperature was
I1

a significmlt component in the wave propagation physics, since the temperature profile

is peaked in the core. While investigations of the full two-dimensional evolution of



the transmission .,,pectra (T(f, t) ) and detailed comparisons of the spectral shapes to

radial profile data have just begun, the clear time delay in the two transmission signals

,)btaine(:i tlsirlg averaging windows corresp(:,nding t,,, different radial zones supports the

i(tea t}iat rmtial pr,,file information is cotltained ill the spectra - the plasma ce_nit.r, "

sh,,tlld be perturbed ,m a slower time scale than the ,)titer regions.

3.5 RELATION TO TUNNELING PARAMETER

The actual wave propagation in this experiment is expected to be complex: the

overall direction of propagation includes toroidal and vertical components that are

tangential to the cyclotron and two-ion hybri, t surfaces. In addition, the probe is

physically small and will launch a broad spectrum of" wave vectors, and wavelengths can

be significant compared to the characteristic dinlensions of the tokamak. Nevertheless,

some useful analogies may (,c_me from etement_ of a simpler model that considers
l,

the effect of the two-ion hybrid resonance-cutoff pair. In a one-dimensiorml model

(c,,rrespotiding to radial propagation, in the direction of the toroidal magnetic field
q

gradient), p_,wer incident ()r_ a two-ion hybrid region can be reflected, transmitted,

or absorbed (including mode conversion and subsequent damping of the electrostatic
J

wave), If R and T are the power reflection and transmission coefficients for a wave, the

s,:,lutions of the tunneling equation i361for incidence from the high field side can be

approximat_.d as Rh = 0, Th = e -2n, and for incidence from the low field side, Rt =

--_,)2 -_' where r/(I - e , 7) = e , is referred to as the tunneling parameter. Waves can

also be reflected at the fast wave cutoff laver (n _ :- S * D) near the pl_ma edge;

we term this coefficient R,0. Note that in high power ICRF experiments, the wave

absorption and its subsequent effect on the tenlperatures of the component species

are of primal, interest. Here, h()wever, the quantities ,)f interest are the wave fields

themselves: we are not concerned with absorption but only transmission and reflection.

In the experiments described above, propagation incident from the low field side

of the conversion layer led to large signal transmission (comparable to cavity mode

levels in vacuum tra.nsmission), suggesting that Rt was large (i.e.. close to unity),
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\Vave incidence from the high field side led to significant attenuation of the received

. signal. Because the transmitting and receiving probes were at approxirnately the same

maj,,r radius, the observed attenuation could result frorn two effects. The wave energy'

• c_uld t_e re_tuced bv ac_ua.l abs_,rpti,_T: in passing through the conversi_n and mirloritv

cyclotron layers. Attenuation co_lld also occur if the waveenerg.v that was transmitted

through the laver from the high field side became trapped on the low field side before

reaching the t_roidal location of the receiving probe, due to large values of Rl and R_,.

Fi) simply the pr_,btem further, we assume that R,,. = I (i.e., complete reflection

at the fast wave cut,_tt') and that r1 :, I (i.e., Ts and Tl are small compared to one).

\Ve further ign,_re the phases ,_f multiple reflections, which are wavelength dependent

and will give Use t,_ eigenrnodes. Summing the contributions from multiple passes of

a waw, incident from the low field side (keeping terms to lowest order in 7i a.ud T,_),

the power or- the low field side is

(1 ....&)

where I0 is the launched power. Similarly, the power on the high field side for a wave

incident from that side is found to be

/, 2"r_"Ft
Ie

The ratio ,_f the wave power on the high field side (with high field incidence) to that

,m the l,,w field side (with low field incidence) is then just

ph 2n
.-: e (II)

I't

Hence. this rudimentary model suggests that the logarithm of the wave attenuation

should scale as the tunneling parameter, r1. The experimental data has been presented

a.s the function T (Eq. 3), which is proportional to the wave magnetic field and hence

, the square root of the wave power. Simple rearrangement yields 77 = '2.30 ,.Slog(T),

where _Slog(T) is the magnitude of the difference between the value of log(T) for

low field and high field incidence on the conversion region. Note that in the actual
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experinlents, the signals Pt and Ph are not measured for fixed resonance laver position.

Rather, the probes are fixed and the resonance laver is moved radially past them by

varying the frequency. However. Pt is relatively constant in the case of low field

incidence as the resonance laver sweeps from a major radius near the probe, to the

inside plasma edge, and then out of theplasma. Assuming that Pl is constant, Alog(T)
i

is just the magnitude of the decrease in signal in the attenuation band measured with

respect to the signal in the adjacent low-field incidence (i.e., higher frequency) region.

For the examples shown in this paper, the attenuation depth is on the order of 0.6

- 1.5 log unit, yielding estimates for _7 of 1.4 - 3.6. While a detailed comparison of

these data to the predictions of current ICRF wave propagation codes is not within

the scope of this paper, we note that the one-dimensional code CARDS 371 predicts

values %r the transmission coefficient within the range estimated by the experimentally

deterermined coe_cient (e -2'), given the uncertainties of launched wavenumber and

minority species concentration.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A pair of small rf magnetic probes, located well beyond the plasma limiter, have

been used to launch and detect waves over a broad range of frequencies in TFTR. In

the absence of plasma, the cavity mode cutoff of the toroidal vacuum vessel has been

identified. With deuterium majority, hydrogen minority plasmas, the rf transmission

spectrum includes a distinct band of attenuation that occurs over frequencies for which

the minority cyclotron layer position is located between the outer plasma edge (at

Rp---%,) and the approximate major radius of the probe itself (near R/,).

A simultaneous measurement of rf wave transmission and spontaneous rf emission

bv the plasma was made using synchronized, offset spectrum analyzers. The exper-

iment showed that the low frequency' rise in the transmission signal was caused bv

spontaneous emission and was not part of a second attenuation band. Fluctuations

or variations in the spectra are probably due to wave modes because they are often
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coherent over a number of frequency sweeps. The modes are frequently large, par-

" ticularly when acquiriilg spectra at rapid sweep rates. Spectra obtained by averaging

successive, slow sweeps over long periods (on the order of seconds) may average out
,J

mode fluctuations if slow variation in some plasma parameter causes tin,de shifting

comparable to the mode width.

Transmitting and receiving probes were both at nearly the same major radius and

were close to the plasma center, and attenuation was observed only when the resonance

layer, comprising a vertical cylinder, was in the outer halt" of the plasma (R > Rpr).

This result led to the prediction that, for the geometry of TFTR, attenuation bands

from hydrogen, helium-3, and tritium minority species will all be distinct and resolved.

Such bands were in fact found for helium-3 conditioning discharges(comprised largely

of deuterium, hydrogen and helium..3), and for deuterium majority, hydrogen minority

discharges into which a helium-3 gas puff was introduced. In the latter case, direct

estimates of the helium-3 concentration could be made from the electron density in-

crement.

The magnitude of the transverse wave polarization was measllred during several

discharges using the two orthogonal loop sensors that comprise each rf probe. The

spectra for each component were similar and Bo/B_ varied from 0.2 to 1.

A series of experiments with short helium-3 gas puffs were used to study the

associated spectrum evolution. Since the signal to noise (or mode fluctuation) ratio

decreased with rapid spectrum acquisition, successive spectra were averaged over var-

ious frequency windows. This technique yielded very clear data (Fig. 13) from which

quantitative estimates were made. The characteristic time for the attenuation band

to develop alter a short gas puff was typically 6() - 100 msec, a time scale appropri-

ate for penetration to the plasma core. In contrast, the electron density perturbation

" associated with the gas puff, integrated along a vertical chord near the plasma edge,

reached a peak within 35 msec and then decreased. This data suggests that the wave
,I

attenuation seen in the rf transmission spectrum inw_lves the plasma core: the wave

is not a surface effect.



The scaling of wave attenuation with the size of the helium-3 gas puff suggested an

exponential dependence on the minority density' the data also allowed estimation ,Jr a

. r) e: C"_.detection limit of less than 0 ,.o::c for the fracti,mal helium-3 ion concentration. !'sing

the assun_ed exp,_ner_tial density dependence, appr(_priate averages w,_rt, de,,'elc_ped to

compare the time evolution of the frequency averaged transmission spectrum directly

with the spatially averaged (in terms of major radius) electron density signal from the

interferometer. With a broad averaging window, good agreement was obtained.

By employing narrower frequency averaging windows (at the expense of increased

signal fluctuation), some evidence/',.:r the dependence of the spectrum ,_n major radius

was obtained. In particular, the perturbation associated with a minority gas puff

was slower to affect the higher frequency part of the attenuation band associated

with smaller major radii (i.e., closer to the plasma core). The same overall ordering

was found for the signals obtained from the density integral in Eq. (7), although the

time dependence of that signal did not reveal an actual lag but only a decrease in

slope for the signal associated with the averaging window at smaller major radii. It

was speculated that the actual time lag observed in the evolution of the transmission

spectrum could imply that the plasma core is weighted more heavily than would be

indicated by Eq. (7); such an effect might arise from the peaked temperature profile.

Finally, a connection was made between the experimental observations and the

1-d theory that describes wave reflection, transmission, conversion and absorption near

the two-ion hybrid layer resonance and cutoff in terms of exponential functions of a

tunneling parameter, r/. Although greatly oversimplifying the actual experimental sit-

uation, a simple relation was flJund between the depth of the minority attenuation

band in the transmission spectrum and r/; the experimentally derived values for the

transmission factor are in the range predicted by other modeling codes. The unusual

experimental geometry suggests that a global, 3-d modeling effort would be warranted

to help understand the details of the spectral structure. Conversely, the clear ex-
it

perimental results present a new opportunity to demonstrate the validity of current

modeling codes.
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The behavior of the spectral signals for large minority t:,mcentraticms hms not

. been investigated. If the tw+++ion hybrid res,_nance and {,_lt,_t:i"define the regicm of

wave interact i,m, then the increasing displacement ,_f the c, ,nversi, ,n regic, n fr,_,m the

" cvclotr(m litver will need to) be cottsidered. (Tertainly. at higll ,,n_,tlgh mitl,,ritv levels,

the observed attenuation bmld would be expected t,:, exhibit a shift tt, h;+wer frequenc:y.

\'_'e n(_te ais(+ that ,sly helium-3 perturbation experiments have been carried ,mr thus

fur' pu_ng of hydrogen is infrequent in TFTR. Thus, the identity ,if the hvdrr, gen

at tenuatitm band has been inferred rather than explicitly demonstrated.

Extension of this diagnostic technique tu neutral beam or tC'RF heated discharges

will entail further development, Dtlring ma ICRF pulse, of course, the fundamental

heating frequency, and even its harmonies, are enormous cotnpared t+, the signal levels

detected in these experiments, t_lowever, even during beam injectit,r+, the Sl),+_tltaneou+

ion cvciotron ernissi,m that appears at harm(talcs of the deuteriurtl cycl,_tr, m frequency

tit the outer plasma¢'_ige 267 is , ,f comparable magnitude to the driven w_tve signals.

In the I(TRF case, n,, sirttple soitltion is in sight, but use of higher applied p,,w(,r and

svnchr_m_lls rf rt_)dlilation and detection may permit operati(m during beam pttlses.

+I'he conceptual simplicity _,f the nteasurements described here suggest diagn,_stic

t_tilitv+ In spite ,if the appearance (_f large rn_+des, the signals derived fr(+tt_ spectra

that are frequency _+veraged ,)vet selected bands exhibil g(:.Jd signal t_, noise ratios

and are sensitive t(, veto, small min,-+rity cot+centrati(ms, By rewriting Eq. (7) a_s the

_q)pr(_priate weighted average in frequency, the sigttal could be used as a measure

,ff the average total minority density within c,_rresp, mding limits in maj(_r radius.

I_ cCmtrast to the interferometric electron density measuremet_t, these spectru ,_tfer

charge-t+_-ma.ss ratio resolution for common light ion species. It seems likely that this

diagnostic technique will be of use in measuring tritium ion concer_trati,ms during the

" upcoming DT experiments in TFTR.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
[

["iK, (l) ]')iagra))l ,,f the rf probe _aw- pr¢_,paKat),,t_ c×l)_,rin)¢,)lt.

l"i_, (2_ l ratl.,.)ll_,._i,,n si.'ctrum ,,btaille_t with *'Nlp!', t,,k,Lmak ','e_,.t (t., t)]a.,.rna_
()|1_,("| ''t" ¢'il_'ri|_* ' I|I(){I{'s iS apparent at -- 75 Xlllz,

l'iK. (3! N,,rrtli, li/.(.tl transmission spectrun_ f_)r _leuteriutn majority, hy(ir()gen r11it_,)r
itv ,,l_tni(: l)la.sma (7" is defined in text). Verti_'al dashed lines are pl()tte(l at
freq_e)_cie_ f,)r which the hydrogen cyclotron layer is at the ,,uter l)la.,_ma edge
(A !. at the maj_)r radius ()f the probe (B), and at the inner l)la_ma ed)_e ((').

FiK, (l) Sim_lt allt'o)_s ttleasuremt.t)! ()f trantlmitted specttnlt)_ (A), ,_p()n! _meot_s pla.,,ma
rf ett_is,i,,)_, B). an(t _',',_ten| n,)ise level (('}. [.,)w freqtten('v vise in transmissi,,n
_I.)ertrt_n_ is _ttt¢' t_) spollt+tllet)tlS emission.

l.'i_. (.5) lranstni._i,,)_ s.l)ertra in d_,uterium maj_)rity, hydr_,gen mi)_,)rity plasmas f,)r

high at)d ],)w t,,r,,i(lal tl)'](t values. The three dashed line.,, pl,,tted it),'a('h graph
arc as _lesrribed h,r Fig 3. (a) B'FF = 4..15 ]'. (})) /]rt' 2.() r

Fig, ((';) (',,id i)la.,,rt._ (tispersi,,n s_rfaces fl)r the disrharge a_._,*)ciat,,¢!with FiK. 3, wit})
rl tt t_,l, 1),()5 anti k :_ 7 m ) R.ectangles at the t,,p and b,,ttom ,,f the figure
i)_dirate tilt" !),,t, )idal p_)sitiun.,, ,,f the tran._tnitting and rert,_vi,._ pr,)be._. I,in_,s
are pl,,trtt,(l at the min,)ritv rvrl,,tr()n res()nance p,)siti(,n (A). the tw,,.i()n hybrid
laver r_t,dl" _H) a)_(l r(,st)ntmre i('), and at the fast wave rut,,ff ([)) and plasma
t),,t_))d_r_ ,I'll (a). J" 50 Xlllz, r,)rresp,.)nding t()high field inri(lenc,. ,)n )}),'

r 65 Nltlz c_,rrest),)n(tit_g t()l,,w field in<idetw),.res_m,lt_r¢" ],tver (b) _ ,

Vig. (7) I'rat_srttis_),))t spertrum f,)r helium 'c_)r_titi,.)ning' di_rhart_e. Species mixt_r,
_nriude,,, th:uterium, h.vdr,.)ge)_, and helium.3. Vertiral dash('d lines are pl,,t ¢_tt.
at frt.(tt_en('ies f_)r which the helium-3 cyclotron res()nttrwt, layer is at the ,)uter
t)]ik,,)tta etlg," (A) and at the maj(,r radius (:)f the probe l,)cation (B), and at
frequ¢.nries for which the hvdr()tAen cyr!otron res,)nanre layer is at the (')ut,,r
pl_,,tna ,,dge (C) and at the maj,)r radius of the pr,)be l,)rati,,n (If).

Fig. (8) C,)ld phtsma dispersion surfaces fl)r the discharge ass,)ciated with Fig. 7, with
till tit) till, _ 0.05 and k < ().7 m = llere lines are plotted at the
hydr,.)gen c_'('l¢)trt)tl rt's()llH, llt'e (A), tW(>'iOll hybrid cut(dr (l]), and res(,llatl¢'e ((')
layers; and at the heliurtt-3 rycl,)tr,)n res,)natw), (D). two.i,,n hybrid cut(,l[ (|.i).
and reson,_/nce (F)layers. Curve G is pi,,tt¢,d f,,r the fast wave rut,dr, and fury(,

}l, for the plasma h,,undary. [:,)r the frt,q)_en,.'y ch_)sen (5() Xl}lz), both min,_rity
m()de c()nv_.rsion regi,m_ ;_re within the plasma,.

Fig. 19) "l'ransmissi,,n spectra in a helium-3 c,_)tditi_)ning discharge fl)r ,)rthogonal,
tr)tnsv(.rse p,.,l_u'izati,)ns (.)f the ,,,,'ave field. \'(.rtical dashed lines ar,, pl_)tted as
in Fig. 7. (a). //_ signal. (b). Be signal.

Fig. (1()) - Vertical (:h,)rd integrated electron density wavefi)rm frown the interferometer
channel at H = 2,68 m. R.ectangulaz' bo× den(,tes pt, ri,)d ,)f helium.3 ga_ puff.
\'ertical daahed lines indicate time intervals h)r ._pectrum acquisiti()n befor(, (A)
and after (tt) gas puff.



Fi!_. ( i 1) Fransmi._sion spectra obtail..d fr, m_ the two time windows indicated in Fi_.
ll), \ert_cal _t_hed lines are ph,tteul ,t_ in FiR, 7, (a). _p.ctrum [.,f_,r,, gas

i:i__i_ Iran.missi,m_..rtm_m taken2t)l) n_ecafterh,_,ii_m_3gu_puff _sin_F.st._,,veep

t,"_t,_n_l_,,rre_p,,n,lt,,_:v,'i,,tr,m laverl_,,siti,,usfr,.i_li'_,._((1,2,5)._,t,,Rp -
(() '_SC,,t_,f,,r each tv_in,:,rity .pecies (hydr,,_en am| hclium_3l, Vertical dashed
lilies are pi,)ttetl as ivl FiR. 7,

}:'i_. ' t3) l*ime e,.,,l_ti,._ ,,f _pectra. averaKed,wet frequency wind,._w_indicated in FiR.
(12) ( titre :'_ Ilelium-3 ,,vindow, small g_ puff (0.75 TL,'s) Cur _ fl
lleii_m3 win(l,,wiarRe_ns p_tr(1!,5FL,s), Cur e hydrogenwind,,w
la,'_e R_ p,tfr. R,,.ctangle ,m time axis indh,ates duration of g_ p_ff. I.ines arc
_trawtl between experirlle!_t_d data points indicated by the symbols.

FiR _14) (',,mpari._on ,_f time ev¢,luti(m (_f heliun_.3 attenuati_m b_md with electrum
_h'nsitv perturbati_m near pla_rna edge during a helium-3 gas puff, Curve A

ev,,tut ion oI' transmis_i,,vl _pect rt_m ( _l_,g{'F))), averaged over same frequency
wiml,,w indicated f,,r helium 3 in Fig 1'2. ('urve B Chord integrat_,d elertr, m
den,ity increment fr,_m ga_ ptdl' (&n,((H)), with axi, inverted amt ,,ft'_etus
_h,Jwn f,,r c,,mparis_,n with transmi_si,m dgnal, Ch_)rd h,cated at R 3..t7 m,
lit'at ,u_ter pla_t_a edK,,, I.in,._ _tre drawn between experimental _lala p,fint_

" indi_,atmt by tilt, syn_b_Us.

FiR (15) Pl,_l ,,f }']q. (7) f_,r eXl),'ri_vlental data during a helium.3 ga_ puff. Br,,ad
. av,.raKin_ wi_M,,v,'extev_d,.d fr,_m tg, . (0.12)% to R_ . (0,62)a_., (,ircle_ are

pl,,tte_t f,,r th,. a_.ra_e(t t ru_ni_i,,_ .pectrum indh,at_'_|by the left .idr. ,ff the
equati,:_t_ (l,,_tl'))'triangles ar,' pl,,tted f_)rthe right hand side (_f the equati, m
((; D,_), which c,,ntains the th.n_ity integral. "Filevalue ,f (; _,,'_ fixed at 6..t[)
in ,,rder t,, _atd_ tile t)re,t)_tff values ,,f the wavef,:n'ms: the best fit for the data
then r_,qttired 1) 1.67 , 11) TM m. Rertangulax box ,m time axi_ indirates
¢turati, m ,,f Kits p,ttr i 1.;5l'l. S).

Fig (16) Evalttati, m of components ,,f Eq. (7) for experinlental data during a helium-3
ga_ pttff, using tw,, narr,,wer heliuln.',l avera_ng wind,,ws. Circles are plot teat
f,_r an averaging wind_,vv fr,,tv_ Rv to h'r , (0,2)at; triat_gles art pl,,tted f_,r an
averaging wind,,w fr,m_ /¢p • (0.SjuT, t,, Rp . (I).7)ap. (a). l'ransmi_i,m sign,l
(log(T)>), (b), l)en,ity int,,gr_d (_).
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